IKO Waiver Form
I hereby voluntarily request participation of an IKO Pro Training with full knowledge of the risks involved in
the practice of kiteboarding. I declare being aware of the course requirements and that I fulfill them all
without exception. I assume any and all risks of injury and I agree that the course Organizer, the Trainer,
nor IKO cannot be held responsible in any way for injuries or damages suffered by me as a result of my
participation in this activity. Furthermore, I hereby release and discharge the released parties and agree
not to file suit against them.
I have informed the Trainer of any health conditions I have in order to change the schedule (if necessary,
for diabetic for example) or to adjust some part of the training (injuries, illness, etc).
I understand that if I do not meet the prerequisites and level required by the end of the course, I will not be
certified by the course Trainer and will have to complete post course requirements such as an Internship
to complete under the direct supervision of an Instructor Level 2 for a minimum of 20 hours. The course
Trainer can even refuse my participation to the course if some prerequisites are missing. I will not hold the
course Organizer, the Trainer, or IKO responsible.
During the course, I must satisfy the final evaluation criteria referred on the evaluation chart of the course
manual.
I can cancel my participation to the course up to a month from its start date except if the course has been
confirmed online. The IKO fee is nonrefundable but can be used in any similar course over a period of one
year. The Center fee is refundable based on their booking policy. Make sure to confirm the booking policy
with the Organizer when booking the course.
The Organizer can cancel the course up to one month from its start date if less than 4 candidates have
booked the course. As soon as 4 candidates have booked the course, no matter if the course starts in more
than one month, the course is confirmed and the Organizer cannot cancel it. Travel arrangement done
when the course is not confirmed and resulting in a course cancelation will not be refunded by the IKO nor
by the Organizer.
Once I become an IKO qualified pro member, I will be able and should start working according to IKO
standards. To remain an active member, I need to ensure my yearly membership remains up to date.
I have read and understood this Deed of Release and freely accept and agree to be bound by its terms and
conditions. I will give due respect to the safety of others and myself at all times whilst on the course.

Date:

Print Name
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Signature of candidate or legal representative if minor

